
Timings of ospLib fast guide measurementfunctions under VxWorks onan mv167 processor board.Steven Heddle19th February 1999 wfs sbh 003/011 IntroductionTimings were carried out of the elements of the ospLib fast guide measurement for the Geminiwavefront processing system. The timings were carried out on an mv167 processor board runningVxWorks 5.2. A 6�6 array of subapertures is used throughout.2 The elements timedThe measurement cycle to be carried out with low latency currently consists of the followingstages:1. descrambling of the output from the CCD392. o�set removal (subtraction of dark, multiplication by at �eld)3. thresholding4. centroiding5. application of the control matrix to the measured centroids to calculate the Zernike coef-�cients6. calculation of the measurement variances of the Zernike coe�cients7. transmit tip-tilt-focus data to synchro bus8. coadd the current current frame with the existing coadd bu�er.These tests took place in the absence of the secondary control system software, and hence thetransmission of data to the synchro bus is omitted from the timings. The author of the relevantfunction (Sean Prior, and writeWfsToSynchro) estimates that it takes only of the order of 50microseconds to execute.The time for descrambling is estimated by timing the routine for scrambling used to generatetest data (ospFrameScramble), which is very similar and should execute in the same time.The remaining tasks take place under the umbrella of the ospFGMeasure function, with theexception of the coadding, and so the combined time taken by ospFGMeasure and ospFrame-Scramble is used to estimate the frame rate.Within ospFGMeasure, application of the control matrix and calculation of the measurementvariances are implemented as separate functions (ospApplyControlMatrix and ospMeasVars re-spectively) which may be timed directly. O�set removal, thresholding, and centroiding are codedas part of ospFGCentroidWrapper, so for these tests two additional functions were written, bothcut down versions of ospFGCentroidWrapper. ospFGCentroidNoThresh does not implementthresholding, and ospO�setCorrOnly implements only the o�set removal.1



Thus to�set removal = tospO�setCorrOnlytthreshold = tospFGCentroidWrapper � tospFGCentroidNoThreshtcentroid = tospFGCentroidWrapper � tthreshold � to�set removal= tospFGCentroidNoThresh � to�set removaltthreshold can only be estimated when the threshold is zero, corresponding to all pixels beingabove threshold, ensuring that the the post threshold calculations in ospFGCentroidWrapperand ospFGCentroidNoThresh are the same. This is not restrictive, as the timing for the actualthresholding loop in ospFGCentroidWrapper should be independent of threshold.In addition test were carried out to determine the relative times for multiply-accumulates usingvariables of di�erent type. The functions shown in Appendix A were each timed using timexNand the loopOnly timings subtracted from the corresponding functions containing the arithmeticoperations to give times for a number of multiply-accumulates as speci�ed by the functionargument. This argument allows us to check directly that that the timings scale with numberof loops.The results are shown in the following section.3 ResultsThree sets of results are presented. Table 1 shows the time to execute the various low latencyoperations for di�erent sizes of subaperture. Results for two di�erent thresholds are given for thesmallest subapertures considered, which show the dependence of speed on the threshold. This isexpanded on in Table 2, which compares timings for di�erent thresholds for both ospFGMeasure,the function used for fast guide measurement, and ospMeasure, a less optimised function whichis used to perform the active optics Zernike measurement for the coadded frame. OspMeasurehas two optional modes which dynamically set threshold per subaperture, and has a morecomplicated and exact estimate of measurement variance.Table 3 shows timings from the functions which perform repeated multiply adds, using variablesof type int, unsigned short int, oat, and double.element 6�6 pixels 6�6 pixels 8�8 pixels 10�10 pixelsthresh = 200 thresh = 0 thresh = 0 thresh = 0ospFGMeasure 7.9 11.4 18.7 28.9descrambling 1.6 1.6 2.9 4.6o�set removal 2.2 2.2 3.9 6.1thresholding 0.76 0.76 0.96 2.0centroiding 3.9 7.4 12.9 19.8apply control matrix 0.44 0.44 0.44 0.44measurement variances 0.59 0.59 0.59 0.59co-add 1.1 1.2 2.0 3.1Table 1: Timings of low latency measurement elements for 6�6 subapertures ofvarious sizes (in ms)The �rst two columns of data show the e�ect of the threshold on the overall timing. Pixels belowthreshold require no further processing, i.e. centroiding and estimation of the uncertainty of the2



centroid position, and thus save time compared with the threshold = 0 case. The threshold = 0case provides an upper limit for the execution time of ospFGCentroidWrapper, and consequentlyospFGMeasure, as every pixel has to be processed fully. Only the centroiding element of theprocessing shows this dependence on threshold. Application of the control matrix and calculationof the measurement variances are also independent of the subaperture sizes, as they use theresults of the centroiding. Descrambling, o�set correction, thresholding, and the upper limit forthe centroiding (threshold = 0) scale linearly with the number of pixels in the subaperture.function 6�6 pixels 8�8 pixels 10�10 pixelsospFGMeasure (thresh = 0) 11.4 (77Hz) 18.7 (46Hz) 28.9 (30Hz)ospFGMeasure (thresh = 200) 7.9 (105Hz) 12.0 (67Hz) 16.3 (48Hz)ospMeasure (thresh = 0) 18.2 (50Hz) 30.9 (30Hz) 46.4 (20Hz)ospMeasure (thresh = 200) 12.2 (73Hz) 19.0 (46Hz) 25.3 (33Hz)ospMeasure (thresh = {1) 15.4 (59Hz) 27.4 (33Hz) 36.4 (24Hz)ospMeasure (thresh = {3) 9.4 (91Hz) 16.5 (52Hz) 29.4 (29Hz)Table 2: E�ect of threshold on execution times (in ms) and frame rateFrame rate �gures in brackets take into account the relevant descrambling time from the previous tableTable 2 compares the speed of ospFGMeasure and ospMeasure for the cases of a well chosenuniformly applied threshold (threshold = 200), a badly chosen uniformly applied threshold whichspeci�es the lower limit of speed (threshold = 0), and the two additional thresholding modesavailable to ospMeasure which dynamically sets the threshold per subaperture on the basis ofthe illumination in its corners (threshold = {1 or {3). The {1 mode takes the mean of a singlepixel per corner of the subaperture (discarding the highest valued corner pixel in case the Shack-Hartmann spot is in a corner) and sets the threshold at this value plus a speci�ed number ofstandard deviations of the mean. The number of standard deviations is speci�ed in the .ini�le for the wfs context structure. The {3 mode operates in the same manner, but is based onthree pixels per corner, and does not discard the data from the brightest corner. If these modesoperate optimally, they should estimate a threshold per subaperture of approximately 200 in thisexperiment. The �gures in brackets indicate the possible frame rate achievable on the mv167,taking into account the estimated frame descrambling time.function variable type time (ms)intMultAccTest - intloopOnly int 1.22 - 0.36 = 0.86usintMultAccTest - usintloopOnly unsigned short int 1.28 - 0.40 = 0.88oatMultAccTest - oatloopOnly oat 0.95 - 0.40 = 0.55doubleMultAccTest - doubleloopOnly double 1.19 - 0.40 = 0.79Table 3: Timings of functions which perform repeated multiply/adds usingvariables of di�erent typeThese results are for 1000 loops, adding 1 and multiplying by 1 each loop (1.0 in the case ofoating point and double). Similar results accrue for di�erent multipications and additions.The results obtained are counterintuitive in that the oating point cases take less time than theinteger types, and the unsigned short ints take longer than the signed integers.4 ConclusionsConsidering the �rst set of results, the timings of the low latency functions show that applicationof the control matrix and calculation of measurement variances accounts for a constant 1.03ms,3



and that the other elements scale linearly with number of pixels per subaperture. Of thesecentroiding takes most time, then o�set removal, descrambling and thresholding, in decreasingorder of time taken. Centroiding also shows a strong dependence on threshold due to belowthreshold pixels being omitted from further processing, with the threshold = 0 case providingan upper limit of the time taken. Importantly, the time saved by an appropriate choice ofthreshold easily outweighs the time taken by the application of the threshold.In the experiments the measured time taken for ospFGMeasure, which encompasses all these lowlatency functions, ranged from 28.9ms to for 10�10 pixel subapertures with worst case thresholdchoice, to 7.9ms for 6�6 pixel subapertures with a well chosen threshold{ corresponding to 30Hzand 105Hz respectively when the descrambling time is added. The time taken for a co-add onlyis outwith the low latency section of the processing and ranged between 1.1 and 3.1ms, whichshould execute comfortably in the 4ms available on the full speed system (i.e. Baja or PowerPC)running at 200Hz with 1ms latency, even when running multiple wavefront sensors.But what are the frame rates achievable in circumstances of either bad or good seeing? In thecase of bad seeing we will use large subapertures (10�10 pixels) but still operate in reducedframe mode ignoring the non pupil conjugate areas of the CCD array. In this case we have aworst case frame rate of 30Hz, rising to 48Hz with a well chosen threshold. In the case of goodseeing we can make the subapertures smaller, with a 105Hz frame rate possible on the mv167 forsubapertures with 6�6 pixels. However if binning is supported in ospLib as intended (requiringonly a small number of changes to the existing code) we can implement quadcell operation byapplying a change of geometry using ospChangeGeometry and achieve much higher frame rates{assuming linearity of the functions as described earlier, �xed times for the application of thecontrol matrix and measurement variance calculation, and neglecting thresholding as seemingoptimistic on four pixels, we get a timing of 4/36 � (1.6 + 2.2 + 7.4) + 0.44 + 0.59 = 2.36ms(� 420Hz) on the mv167! If this is realisable, it allows us to achieve the required latency on thefull speed system even without pipelining or a better treatment of descrambling.Comparing the two measurement functions with a representative selection of thresholds, ospFG-Measure with a well chosen threshold is consistently the fastest as desired. In the badly chosenthreshold case it is challenged by ospMeasure with threshold = {3, particularly as the sub-apertures become smaller. This is easily explicable as the {3 threshold mode does not makeprovision for the actual Shack-Hartmann spot a�ecting the calculated threshold value, allowingit to overestimate the threshold, with a consequent increase in speed as less pixels need to becentroided. The overestimation of the threshold is not necessarily catastrophic as it makes thecentroid estimate tend towards the position of the brightest pixel, which is often a good (thoughquantised) approximation. An underestimate of threshold is worse, as this makes the centroidestimate tend towards the geometric centre of the subaperture.The best compromise with regard to threshold choice would appear to be to use ospFGMeasurewith its uniformly applied threshold, but to use corner averaging to recalculate a uniformlyapplied threshold value for the next frame, in the period following the low latency calculations.The multiply-accumulate results appear anomalous but are explicable by examining the assemblylanguage implementations of the compiled functions, as shown in Appendix B.Considering why the unsigned shorts should take longer than the ints, it is apparent from thecontents of the loop in intMultAcc (lines 10{19 in Appendix B) and and in usintMultAccTest(lines 35{41 in Appendix B) that in both cases the multiply and add are performed on 32-bitlongwords (.L in the listing) appropriate to the integer type, rather than the 16-bit words (.W)approprite to the unsigned short ints. This requires additional operations in the latter case toclear a 32-bit register prior to moving a 16-bit word into it for the subsequent multiply and addoperations, hence the longer execution time. 4



The oating point implementations show the same structure for the contents of the loop ( lines62{70 for oatMultAccTest, and lines 85{93 for doubleMultAccTest) except that instructionsfrom the instruction set of the MC68881/MC68882 oating point coprocessor (those that beginF. . . ) which run on the MC68040's internal oating point unit are used. The internal oatingpoint unit would appear to o�er better performance than using integer arithmetic. The doubleprecision operations (FD...) appear to take longer than their single precision counterparts asmight be expected.These by no means exhaustive results suggest that using integer types will not lead to an increasein speed, although their use may still be bene�cial in terms of memory.
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Appendix A: Functions used to determine e�ect of typevoid intloopOnly(volatile int imax,int j, int k){volatile int i;for(i=1; i<imax;i++);return;}void usintloopOnly(volatile int imax,unsigned short int j, unsigned short int k){volatile int i;for(i=1; i<imax;i++);return;}void floatloopOnly(volatile int imax,float j, float k){volatile int i;for(i=1; i<imax;i++);return;}void doubleloopOnly(volatile int imax,double j,double k){volatile int i;for(i=1; i<imax;i++);return;}void intMultAccTest(volatile int imax,int j,int k){volatile int i;for(i=1; i<imax;i++)k=(k+j)*j ;return;} 6



void usintMultAccTest(volatile int imax,unsigned short j, unsigned short k){volatile int i;for(i=1; i<imax;i++)k= (k+j)*j;return;}void floatMultAccTest(volatile int imax,float j,float k){volatile int i;for(i=1; i<imax;i++)k= (k+j)*j;return;}void doubleMultAccTest(volatile int imax,double j, double k){volatile int i;for(i=1; i<imax;i++)k= (k+j)*j;return;}
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Appendix B: 68K assembler implementation of timing functions1: _intMultAccTest:2: e09dc8 4e56 fffc LINK .W A6,#0xfffc3: e09dcc 2f02 MOVE .L D2,-(A7)4: e09dce 4e71 NOP5: e09dd0 7401 MOVEQ #0x1,D26: e09dd2 2d42 fffc MOVE .L D2,(0xfffc,A6)7: e09dd6 202e fffc MOVE .L (0xfffc,A6),D08: e09dda 222e 0008 MOVE .L (0x8,A6),D19: e09dde b280 CMP .L D0,D110: e09de0 6f22 BLE 0x00e09e0411: e09de2 202e 0010 MOVE .L (0x10,A6),D012: e09de6 d0ae 000c ADD .L (0xc,A6),D013: e09dea 2400 MOVE .L D0,D214: e09dec 4c2e 2800 000c MULS .L (0xc,A6),D0: D215: e09df2 2d42 0010 MOVE .L D2,(0x10,A6)16: e09df6 202e fffc MOVE .L (0xfffc,A6),D017: e09dfa 2200 MOVE .L D0,D118: e09dfc 5281 ADDQ .L #0x1,D119: e09dfe 2d41 fffc MOVE .L D1,(0xfffc,A6)20: e09e02 60d2 BRA 0x00e09dd621: e09e08 242e fff8 MOVE .L (0xfff8,A6),D222: e09e0c 4e5e UNLK A623: e09e0e 4e75 RTS24: _usintMultAccTest:25: e09e10 4e56 fffc LINK .W A6,#0xfffc26: e09e14 2f02 MOVE .L D2,-(A7)27: e09e16 3d6e 000e 000e MOVE .W (0xe,A6),(0xe,A6)28: e09e1c 3d6e 0012 0012 MOVE .W (0x12,A6),(0x12,A6)29: e09e22 7401 MOVEQ #0x1,D230: e09e24 2d42 fffc MOVE .L D2,(0xfffc,A6)31: e09e28 202e fffc MOVE .L (0xfffc,A6),D032: e09e2c 222e 0008 MOVE .L (0x8,A6),D133: e09e30 b280 CMP .L D0,D134: e09e32 6f2a BLE 0x00e09e5e35: e09e34 4280 CLR .L D036: e09e36 302e 0012 MOVE .W (0x12,A6),D037: e09e3c 322e 000e MOVE .W (0xe,A6),D138: e09e40 d081 ADD .L D1,D039: e09e42 4281 CLR .L D140: e09e44 322e 000e MOVE .W (0xe,A6),D141: e09e48 4c01 0800 MULS .L D1,D042: e09e4c 3d40 0012 MOVE .W D0,(0x12,A6)43: e09e50 202e fffc MOVE .L (0xfffc,A6),D044: e09e54 2200 MOVE .L D0,D145: e09e56 5281 ADDQ .L #0x1,D146: e09e58 2d41 fffc MOVE .L D1,(0xfffc,A6)47: e09e5c 60ca BRA 0x00e09e2848: e09e5e 6000 0002 BRA 0x00e09e628



49: e09e62 242e fff8 MOVE .L (0xfff8,A6),D250: e09e66 4e5e UNLK A651: e09e68 4e75 RTS52: _floatMultAccTest:53: e09e6a 4e56 fffc LINK .W A6,#0xfffc54: e09e6e 2f02 MOVE .L D2,-(A7)55: e09e70 4e71 NOP56: e09e72 7401 MOVEQ #0x1,D257: e09e74 2d42 fffc MOVE .L D2,(0xfffc,A6)58: e09e78 202e fffc MOVE .L (0xfffc,A6),D059: e09e7c 222e 0008 MOVE .L (0x8,A6),D160: e09e80 b280 CMP .L D0,D161: e09e82 6f2a BLE 0x00e09eae62: e09e84 f22e 4440 0010 FSMOVE.S (0x10,A6),F063: e09e8a f22e 4462 000c FSADD .S (0xc,A6),F064: e09e90 f200 00c0 FSMOVE.X F0,F165: e09e94 f22e 44e3 000c FSMUL .S (0xc,A6),F166: e09e9a f22e 6480 0010 FMOVE .S F1,(0x10,A6)67: e09ea0 202e fffc MOVE .L (0xfffc,A6),D068: e09ea4 2200 MOVE .L D0,D169: e09ea6 5281 ADDQ .L #0x1,D170: e09ea8 2d41 fffc MOVE .L D1,(0xfffc,A6)71: e09eac 60ca BRA 0x00e09e7872: e09eae 6000 0002 BRA 0x00e09eb273: e09eb2 242e fff8 MOVE .L (0xfff8,A6),D274: e09eb6 4e5e UNLK A675: e09eb8 4e75 RTS76: _doubleMultAccTest:77: e09eba 4e56 fffc LINK .W A6,#0xfffc78: e09ec0 4e71 NOP79: e09ec2 7401 MOVEQ #0x1,D280: e09ec4 2d42 fffc MOVE .L D2,(0xfffc,A6)81: e09ec8 202e fffc MOVE .L (0xfffc,A6),D082: e09ecc 222e 0008 MOVE .L (0x8,A6),D183: e09ed0 b280 CMP .L D0,D184: e09ed2 6f2a BLE 0x00e09efe85: e09ed4 f22e 5444 0014 FDMOVE.D (0x14,A6),F086: e09eda f22e 5466 000c FDADD .D (0xc,A6),F087: e09ee0 f200 00c4 FDMOVE.X F0,F188: e09ee4 f22e 54e7 000c FDMUL .D (0xc,A6),F189: e09eea f22e 7480 0014 FMOVE .D F1,(0x14,A6)90: e09ef0 202e fffc MOVE .L (0xfffc,A6),D091: e09ef4 2200 MOVE .L D0,D192: e09ef6 5281 ADDQ .L #0x1,D193: e09ef8 2d41 fffc MOVE .L D1,(0xfffc,A6)94: e09efe 6000 0002 BRA 0x00e09f0295: e09f02 242e fff8 MOVE .L (0xfff8,A6),D296: e09f06 4e5e UNLK A697: e09f08 4e75 RTS9


